**Design & Technology**
- fabric; material; emblem; design; sew; attach; stitch

**Science**
- wood; plastic; metal; glass; water; rock; paper; fabric; rubber; soft; hard; flexible; natural; man-made; rough; smooth; shiny

**Maths**
- number names up to and including 40; add; take away; equals; the same as; plus; subtract; maths problem; operation; multiply; times; shared by

**Literacy**
- sentence; capital letter; full stop; exclamation mark; finger space; punctuation; noun; verb; statement sentences; persuasive writing; ‘Rags to Riches’ tale; character names from the Cinderella story

**History**
- monarch; king; queen; royal; prince; princess; rule; govern; parliament; succession; Elizabeth I; Elizabeth II; Queen Victoria; Henry VIII; Richard III; timeline

**Medium Term Vocabulary Overview**